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Heaven's Love

Since the ancient days, people have been trying to find light in God. Most people question His
existence while very few have lived with God teaching about Himself. After the beginning, we made a
narrow idea about life and only lived for what money could buy. We weren't deepening our light in
God. We shaped the world to live around money and materialism instead of knowing the truth of our
divine light in God.
No one knew how the universe existed and we didn't know why we were living on earth. We shaped
life through face value ideas. Materialism became the reward and money became a second God. We
didn't understand why God said, "Do not make money a second God" and no one knew the
consequence. We never knew how matter was living or what consciousness was. No one questioned
their thoughts or where they were coming from. We were living through our senses in lower mind.
Matter was probably the single most level to life's secrets. It held the ideas that knew more about our
existence than anything we were knowing through our senses at face value.
Our world doesn't exist at face value. There are more layers within our light that we never see, touch,
or hear. God doesn't live as form like we know. He is living in every atom. Nothing we know as life is
the story of life. It's the fairytale we make up at this one level of consciousness. Matter is a nothingness
only existing in consciousness. Thought is at cause and matter is the effect. Our thoughts build every
part of life we can experience whether we guide them or go along for the ride.
The idea of our perception building our world has long been known but not lived out of. Who can move
beyond their idea in life? It comes with Love out of greater intelligence within our light through God.
Shifting perspective and living beyond how we think only comes from changing the thought system to
Love.
Our ideas in life need Love in order to carry light in matter for seeing Heaven instead of hell. It's the
most basic knowing we have but few practice it. Living for enlightenment isn't a knowing its a
releasing. Our idea of God and knowing Him isn't what we have been taught. It's a much deeper
journey beyond this idea and outside of this knowing. Our journey with God is a deeper inquisition into
our own existence and where thought comes from. Once we begin understanding energy and creation
we begin lying and cheating for not knowing our home. It's a process that breaks out of ego, satan, and
the little person. We graduate for light and depth in God. Living with God teaching about Himself is
the journey to Love.
The idea that human beings walk on a planet in space with vegetation, wildlife, and air without ever
doing anything for it is the idea of God. The story of human life moving from one thought system to
another is ours. Knowing the illusion is only part of the way. We haven't known the truth of our
existence because we can only know what we can muster up. Think about being sixty years of age in a
world that is created by hundreds of billions of years alive. At sixty most people think they are
seasoned and know what life is and isn't. All the while they have never known anything but their
thoughts as life. We're made into who we are by each thought we live. Nothing in life lives in anything
other than our narrative.
Our lives are shaped for only knowing society as reality. The entire existence of us is based on that. We
aren't born being raised by Angels and other races of Love. We see humans and understand what being
human is first. No one understood at the smallest particle motion was resonance to know that the
human body is nothing more than a shield of matter for moving in matter. Light is the only existence of
life. Matter only lives at our level of consciousness. Matter is the gift God gave us for experiencing our
ideas in matter. Beyond it, we are Spirit and living as light.
Knowing creation's level changes everything we ever knew about life. Our world is three hundred and
sixty degrees away from God. We made up a story for what life is and it twistedly gave us satan
because we didn't understand consciousness. We assumed so much in life we actually devised

intelligence to live in our assumptions instead of knowing what fact was and wasn't. The idea that
anyone knows something is pretty daunting when we understand our observations only exist in our
narrative and the entire world only lives at our one level of consciousness. We can't see the totality of
anything. Our idea of life is only a speck out of an infinite mass of stars. We're not grasping how little
we are because God gave us all the way to feel enormous.
We haven't lived with God teaching about Himself since Christ walked the earth. After that, no one
adhered to the Trinity or lived with God. What we made up as living with God are human precepts.
We're not living with God teaching about Himself instead we're living in human precepts making
religion God. The idea that living with God lives society as reality has always been the devil's idea.
Even when Jesus walked the earth it was the Pharisees and high priests living society as reality that
lived in satan. The disciples lived in another reality with God teaching about Himself. Religion has
never lived a day with God because it makes human precepts, protocols, and laws the idea of living
with God instead of knowing reality changes as our thought system goes from matters level to Heaven's
level.
We don't make changing reality or our thought system the light in God but instead make traditions,
rituals, and scripture knowing God. It's a young perspective that hasn't grasped the enormity of God or
what life is living for. If religion would have understood creation it would know the levity in
consciously evolving in God for knowing God. Our creating religion made it the only idea a human
knows as God. That's why Jesus walked the earth. He taught us that religion didn't know His Father and
that it was a much deeper walk. It never made it to God to understand Him and creation. We can study
scripture and live in a church and not be closer to God than the thought system in lower mind.
The Trinity places our light in God regardless of the buildings, sheets of paper we study, or preachers
we listen to. It's the single most element in our existence that is the teacher for living in God. No one
can get to God unless they live through Christ. Christ is not some man from two thousand years ago.
Christ is the Son of God who manifested two thousand years ago to give us our salvation and way to
God. His light has been with us since the beginning and before we ever knew Him. Light isn't living for
us to know it carte blanche. It's the perilous walk into the valley of endless halls that breaks the light
into us. We don't ever find it. It finds us.
God isn't existing for human beings to placate satan and the devil. He's giving us the way to live
beyond everything in this world with our thought system changing for Heaven on earth. Our ideas of
knowing God are so deep in satan we haven't been able to recognize Love. Everything we know about
God was given by people thousands of years ago. We don't earn knowledge or have any increases in
knowing God because we placate too religion. There are no enlightened masters in religion or anyone
living in conversation with God in religion. Not one religion has ever had any increase in knowing
God.
Learning to live in God is through a rigorous dismantling of everything we have learned. It's a journey
to Love that leads us in Christ to God. No one can enter the Kingdom of Heaven by living society as
reality. The thought system can't see the doorway to make it through. Our level of thinking must
change from the many to the one for knowing the door is there. Without our magnitude in God
changing we don't see or hear anything greater for knowing the bigger world. We only know matters
level and our routine thinking as life.
We're on the precipice of leaving one reality for another when our idea of life has been shattered.
There's nothing our mind can manage in God from the little person's level in life. Leaving ego and
satan is a level that must be had. Jesus taught us with the forty days of battling the devil that our
thought system must go under a process of dismantling and claiming light. Our entire existence is for
changing our thought system out of satan to Love. If we only exist at matters level making society

reality we only exist in the devil's level of life. It's the devil's level because it never leaves matters level
or society as reality. It spins us around making money life and status life.
We don't live for enlightenment or understanding anything more than what is given out of human
education. We only placate to one story of life without understanding consciousness or what reality is
and isn't. Were not aware of our existence because we've been told a story and has become part of our
story. We never learn creation and that only makes our narrative keep incessantly thinking with society
as reality. No one is taught as children that there's only one of us here with God living through our level
of consciousness to Love. Instead, we are given the shallow version of life that feels like an abyss. It's
the story of human ideas and all we could muster up without living with God teaching about Himself.
Without our living with God teaching about Himself the idea of life fell to the devil's idea because our
state of mind shaped a ludicrous concept from ignorance. Money was the only attribute we carried for
life. We didn't understand our world or that consciousness was all that was alive for making a higher
existence. We went with face value and simple ideas for authority. No one knew the truth. We were
building on assumptions that we could make work. Only the disciples knew God as reality. After they
gave us the way we still chose money as a second God without knowing the consequences. The
disciples gave everyone a way but were too late. By the time they were teaching our world had been
making money a second God and society reality for thousands of years. No one knew the magnitude of
God.
When Jesus came into our light the entire existence of life had been Sodom's level. Before Jesus
walked the earth every idea of God had already been made into darkness by the devil in human
consciousness. We fell to face value and the ideas we could muster up. Knowledge and wisdom were
scarce. We were winging it instead of living with God teaching about Himself. Very few people make
it to God because they live in religion's little person's level without a way to God. They get trapped in
society as reality not knowing the illusion or that there is only one of us here with God living through
our thoughts to Him.
We don't comprehend our own existence because we go along with what we are taught. Divinity for
most is sought after only by biblical stories. No one understood what was biblical then is biblical now.
Biblical never ends because God and Heaven never end. The entire journey of human life is deepening
our light in God. Some people know God exists while others don't. Where we are today is from our
present level of consciousness trying to find the light. Nothing anyone can experience is anything but a
temporal story we're making up for living through to God.
Knowing consciousness is imperative for living in this world. It's the most giving element for knowing
what is real and not real only exist in thought. Everything we can muster up in thought is transitory.
When we leave the body the entire story fades for a new one to begin. No one can find truth without
consciously evolving in God for magnitude of life. Through the carving of our Soul, we acquire depth,
maturity, and substance. That walk is the idea of the disciples living with God. It's the walk of losing
our lives to gain them in God as we leave one reality for another.
Walking across the street and claiming a religion has nothing to do with the Soul's journey in God.
That's the little person's version of the walk. The walk for God is the tearing of our Souls with
everything we know as life dismantling for moving out of the dark for light. We have to leave the
devil's level in life to know light. Our thought system must become Love. Every thought we have leads
us to Heaven and learning to think in light is by Love. Living with God teaching about Himself is the
walk for enlightenment knowing creation beyond any human being alive. Everyone who lives with God
knows His version of life over satans. The magnitude of life can only exude its armor into our lives at
the level we live. If we only live society as reality we don't understand David and Goliath or suffering
in God. No one holds a principality in Love at any greater level until they begin living it in Christ.

Making our existence part of the many is from people who never understood creation's level. They
didn't know how matter was existing or that only one of us was here with God. Our ideas and thoughts
echo deeper to live through. Most people live so deep in ego that if one tiny idea of ego falls their entire
livingness crashes. Whether it's balding, gaining weight, aging, losing, less money, wrinkles, or
something else in ego. We don't support living because the idea of it comes out of the little person. We
try and try everything for staying young, handsome, and pretty but everyone shifts at some point. The
outer world is the idea of the devil and the light within is God. We are not the body we are the
conscious energy inside of the body. Our beauty is our light and not matters idea of us. Thought keeps
us believing matter is real when only Love is real.
Nothing until now has captured humanity's Spirit of life. It's been the ideas of those who didn't know
about consciousness and reality. When God gave us free will it was for living through anything we
could think. The idea of mustering up something and bringing it into being never made its way to
human education for people to know how our world is shaped. Everyone thinks about matters level out
of knowingness that harbors ignorance beyond what is knowingness. We're not grasping consciousness
for understanding matters existence is vibrations, frequencies, and resonance. Nothing we know as life
including our parents, families, and friends is anything but energy living in our Soul for living Love
through. The idea there is only one of us here with God challenges everyone until they understand
creation and consciousness.
Once we know our narrative is the only idea alive we know there is only one of us here with God.
Simple teachings make omnipotent ideas the intelligence in life. Many scholars and people have never
known only their narrative is living as life. It's not existing in human education and doesn't live in
people who know society as reality. Only our narrative living as life triumphs human education because
it's God's teaching His creation and that we are here becoming Love and not living to be a CEO.
Human beings simulated intelligence at the level that would work for society as reality with their ideas
moving as power.
No one knew how human consciousness was living or what reality was and wasn't. We didn't know
Celestial Light, Conscious Energy, Angels, or other races of Heaven. We had no idea what life was.
Our idea of it was matters level and human education only placates to matters level. It doesn't know the
world it only knows a tiny story of life. Our existence with wisdom and knowledge must increase. It
increases the more light we carry unconsciousness by choosing Love as our existence.
We literally created our own institutions for living with status as intelligence while no one knew how
matter was existing, what being alive was, or what reality was and wasn't. We never understood
consciousness. It didn't register that the entire world was living energy for knowing we were being
raised by higher intelligence ro knowing God. We only mustered up matters level as life even though
we knew God was of no from and of all form. That idea was missed by many because we had no way
outside of our lower mind to know God. The thought system was in lower earthly energy and had no
way to know the bigger world. We're moving from one idea to another trying to shape our thought
system in Love.
Human livingness has shaped ideas to fit the moment without knowing the eternal light in God. We're
simply shaping ideas the best we can without observing our thoughts and understanding incessant
thinking or how reality is the illusion until we make it to God for knowing ultimate reality. No one can
enter the Kingdom of Heaven without losing their lives to gain them in God. Our thought system and
reality must live differently for knowing God. Our knowing God will never be out of books, temples, or
preachers because it's the journey of our thought system moving out of the dark for light as we carve
our Soul to Love. Our thinking is the only level of knowledge we can carry. The thought system must
change for higher light and that's by Love alone.

We've live believing everything we see is real. When everything we can see is only what we can think
is there. There's more living beyond how we think. (My thoughts do not tell me the truth of what is
here. They only tell me what I can think is here.) While we look not on the things which are seen, but
on the things which are not seen for the things which are seen, are temporal: but the things which are
not seen, are eternal. -2 Corinthians 4:18

LIVING WITH GOD
Living with God changes our thought system and reality. We won't live in society's ideas, purpose, or
ways. Everything about family, friends, wishes, and success changes. Our ideas of life have been
shaped since birth out of human education that never knew what reality was and wasn't or what being
alive was or wasn't. We've been living in an illusion without knowing. When God enters our lives He
begins unraveling all we have been led to know for His teaching about Himself.
The world lives very real and if we scrape our knee it may bleed but it's only one level of
consciousness out of an infinite. The world is a dream we constantly bring into being with every
thought. We're moving through matter trying to awaken to Love. Society is giving us the backdrop for
knowing something so we can get to something else. It gives us something to work with for observing
our thoughts and becoming aware of Love.
We don't see everything in life. God gave us the way to only experience our thoughts in life. No one
sees the bacteria crawling all over their bodies or trillions of cells dropping off daily. We don't see
particles blocking our view or experience anything beyond our ideas of life. The entire concept of our
existence is only what we can think it is. This gives us the way to observe our ideas for Love.
Our idea of life is a very dark story that we don't recognize our pain in because it's seamlessly living
out of incessant thinking not aware of itself. We don't realize the power of thought of what thinking is
and isn't. Our idea of living with God is rudimentary and not consciously evolving out of one reality for
another. Our knowing God makes the entire world our personal curriculum. There are no human beings
walking the earth as we see them. There is only light echoing our ideas through our level of
consciousness.
The light for God is living happily outside of what is seen as a success in life. Fame and wealth shape
human thinking to matters level without reprise. When Jesus was walking with the disciples a man
came up to him and asked, "How can I have eternal life in Heaven?" Jesus told him to sell all his
worldly goods and to give the money to the poor and come follow Him. The man refused because he
was wealthy. Jesus turned to the disciples and said, " It would be harder for a rich man to enter the
Kingdom of God than for a camel to go through the eye of a needle." If we don't lose our lives to gain
them in God we don't change our level of thinking. We can't dismantle ego and satan while keeping
meaning and attachment at matters level.
When the man refused to let go of his worldly goods it was because he had no faith in God and couldn't
conceive his own existence without his identity in matter. His status and materialism made the man
while the Soul was forgotten and Spirit was withered. He would never know light nor Heaven. Our
thinking keeps us away from our light in God because we can't fathom His existence with us. The
Trinity gave us the way to know Him even though He didn't live as a human. It told us His light was
within us and could deepen for feeling Him living in our lives. The concept of knowing God would
have been much easier if people would have understood the motion at the smallest particle was
resonance and the world was energy. Then we would have known the idea of life is fleeting but the
motion of consciousness is eternally moving in God.

We're an idea in the mind of God and everything we think as life is an idea in our mind. We're not
consciously evolving vertically in God we're only stretching our existence horizontally. People never
understood the all-seeing eye pyramid was showing us to vertically evolve in God. The all-seeing eye
isn't just the idea of Horus it's the knowing that higher intelligence is raising us. The path to
enlightenment is in Christ to the one out of the many. We're not climbing the stairs towards the allseeing eye which is God. We're stretching the bottom step closes to the earth moving like snakes in
lower earthly energy.
Linear consciousness is what we have been living since we made money a second God. We once lived
for a million dollars and then we lived for five hundred million dollars. Then people started living for a
billion dollars and now we live for a trillion dollars. That's linear consciousness. Having sophisticated
weaponry is also linear consciousness. If we were vertically ascending in God we wouldn't have any
weapons on earth. The devil's level keeps everything at matters level instead of knowing the
omnipotent light within us.
We're not awakening out of our sleep we're building a life within it. We're divine creatures and have no
way to know it. No one can know God while keeping attachment, self-identity, and meaning in matter.
Consciousness can't live outside of itself it has to live through itself. We haven't opened the door to
life's Heaven because our thought system never finds the door. We made a maze of thinking as our
thought processes deepen its pathways instead of climbing over the walls of dark.
A thinking species must live for enlightenment and consciously evolve to get beyond the box they
shape as the world. Our thought process makes mazes it never leaves. Most people don't change even
though their bodies have changed and the environment has changed. Their ideas, purpose, and meaning
are exactly as they were twenty years ago. The idea that growing old makes us wiser is nothing more
than living in our own ideas of life and learning to move out of the way sometimes. Most human beings
shape their ideas without recognizing the story is one narrative in an illusion.

THOUGHT SYSTEM
Thinking is a byproduct of the story in matter. It's an instrument that only provides the stories we can
carry. It's the processor of the temporal world. Our thoughts are energy moving within a light at matters
existence. The world won't live for very long and when we leave the body our thoughts fade too.
Thinking only gives the idea at this one level of consciousness. It's way of seeing matter. The builder of
the world is thinking. Nothing in life can exist except what we think can.
No one lives in anything but their own ideas. Even when we listen to other people talk we bounce
algorithms for hearing our narrative through them. Everything in this life is an echo. Our thought
system is a masterpiece of ideas that either live in God or the devil. There's no in-between. When God
told us to keep Him above all things it was for shaping our thought system in Him and not fear/dark.
We didn't know our existence was in His likeness as consciousness. We thought being human was the
body. When we are not the body. We are the conscious energy inside of the body. The body is like a
suit of clothes we put on and take off in every life. Consciousness is eternally moving in God.

INCESSANT THINKING
Incessant thinking is the thought system of society. Its lower earthly energy processing in
consciousness shaping light in matter out of moneys idea of life. It doesn't carry Heavens level. No one
living society as reality knows Angels, Celestial Light, Conscious Energy, or other races of Love as
normal living. They only read about them wondering if it's real or not. We don't experience the bigger
world until we lose our lives to gain them in God.

Incessant thinking is jumping from one thought to the next in self chatter knowing our voice as life. We
don't become aware that our existence and have only been hearing ourselves talk. We think the world is
outside of us when it's only living through us. No one is living with other people like we believe we
are. We don't notice the echo and have no way to live aware of more than what we can conceive as
aware. No one knows they only live in their narrative until it's pointed out.
The thought system doesn't tell us were asleep and unconscious to life. Many people walk into
meetings thinking they are there to please different people. When they are only experiencing their level
of consciousness trying to awaken. We only hear what we want to hear and hear what we don't want to
hear without knowing it was our echo. We keep moving in matter from sun up to sundown knowing
self chatter as living.
Human beings talk more to themselves in this life than to other human beings. We never cease hearing
our self chatter. We replay events from the past and think about what we want to do in the future. The
idea of thought in matter is brilliant but if we don't control it, pause it or master energy as Love we
think in lower earthly energy with a tiny story in an illusion we think is reality. Darkness won't scream,
"I'm dark." It makes us feel like we are light while never living out of the dark.
Thinking makes us believe we are conscious of a much bigger existence than just our narrative. We
think we know the world and life when in actuality all we know is one level of thinking that has never
been conscious of ultimate reality. The story we know has been our home and is the illusion that never
made it to God. We're only knowing society as reality and the ideas human beings muster up because
we don't live for God teaching about Himself. The truth of life is with God but no one makes it to Him
because live society as reality without knowing only one of us is here with God living through our level
of consciousness to Him.
Sleeping is our awake state without us knowing. The illusion doesn't tell us it's an illusion and our
thoughts have no idea what a dream is and isn't. Our entire livingness is out of daydreams and
fairytales. Human thinking is living in incessant thinking and incessant thinking is never pausing a
moment's idea for the next. We are subjugating ideas with daydreams and fairytales about the past and
future. We think about what we did yesterday and wonder how we could have done better or replay
what someone said to us. We idealize our lives in stories we make up as we live idly in matter. And we
bring them into being. People constantly text other people out of daydreams and not anything
happening in the present moment.
We think about what someone did yesterday or what we want to have happen in the future and react to
it by living it in matter contacting someone who was involved in it. Most of our existence is placed in
matter out of ego and fear but we have no idea of it. We're not awake to our thinking in stories. The
mind isn't living for differentiating ideas as the magnitude of living. We can think of something that
happened twenty years ago and feel it exactly the same way we did then. Nothing in thinking makes
something more real or less unless we do it. The thought can live alive today just as it did then without
matter reshaping or forming into the scene.
Nothing in life exists except what we think does. Daydreams are a regular part of life no one realizes as
a daydream living as life. We carry so many ideas at one time our thoughts seamlessly move out of one
for another without us even knowing it. Human beings have billions of thoughts every second and don't
know it. There's nothing existing but energy in temperature for matter to live exactly as we think it to
be. The trillions of pieces blending thought is a marvel for science. Our ideas move quicker than the
speed of light and exist in decimals out of holographic light that speed up beyond spacetime
instantaneously as they exist.

ATOMS
The idea of spacetime is a human. Spacetime doesn't live at Heaven's level and the atom carries pulses
we never see. There's a bigger world outside of human consciousness. It's hundreds of billions of years
alive and far beyond any conceptualizing from humans. Every idea is light and every idea lives in
pulses that emit algorithms quicker than measuring can withhold. It's the light beyond our eyes that
gives the eyes the magnitude of seeing. The world is bigger than our idea of it.
We see buildings, cars, and oceans but there's nothing here but resonance. The buildings, cars, and
oceans are only living as images in our Soul. Matter is hundreds of trillions and trillions and trillions of
subatomic particles in temperature. We're imprinting upon energy matters level from our level of
consciousness. Science can't compete with life because it carries human education as life. Until we
understand the story and what has been given we have no clue about the magnitude of thinking and life.
Without knowing how matter was existing we capsized our pathway to God.

ENLIGHTENMENT
Living for enlightenment isn't building on what we know. It's letting go of everything we know. Human
education only knows the illusion. It's not existing for enlightenment or consciously evolving beyond
the world to the bigger one. It's keeping everyone at the little person's idea of life instead of enlightened
beings giving life's greater existence.
As a thinking species it's mandatory we move beyond fame and wealth and open our existence in God.
Every level we can carry has a world only existing at its level. Our ideas don't give us what is beyond
them. They only shape within their constructs.
God's living us the light for knowing there is only one of us here with Him moving through our
thoughts to Love. Our entire existence relies on what we can muster up as thought. If thought is based
out of matters story it's out of shallow water. Thought out of God is omnipotent and the light of life. It
is the water that quenches every thirst now and for eternity. Nothing human education is shaping ever
knows the Soul intelligence in God.
No one can get to God without first knowing Christ. No one can live in Christ without enduring Love
as their existence. Our entire idea of living must become Love's idea. If the choice of Love keeps us
living society's idea of Love we haven't begun to know Love.
We've made self the body, family, car, hairstyle, brand of clothing, square footage, neighborhood, job
title, and bank account. But self doesn't exist. We're beyond the body just as God is. This one version of
life doesn't define us nor will our ideas in this life. Our light is in Heaven giving us the way to
experience matter at this one level of consciousness. We are Love like God is Love.
We marginalize our existence not knowing we are Love. Making the body who we are, is young and
primitive. Our life continuum is based on Love. We're living through everything other than Love to
Love. The idea of self is only the beginning story but not the end. Self is the transitory idea for living
through the temporal world to Love. We are leaving self for consciousness. We are not our thoughts.

CONSCIOUSNESS
Human consciousness isn't one strand of light. It's blended with many other levels of intelligence for
having light in matter. There's no one level of consciousness existing but God's. Everything out of God
is blends within His light. Consciousness is an algorithm in God. Nothing we know as thought or
consciousness comes close to either one. Our light is emerging far beyond the world we know.
Consciousness is coming into us from outside of us. It's not in between our ears. Our ears don't exist.

They are hundreds of trillions and trillions of subatomic particles swimming in light.
Human living is being raised and the entire idea of life we make is inside of Heaven. Our living
through society to God is out of the dark into the light. It's out of the little person's story to the light in
Christ. Consciousness is the swell in the ocean of Love that takes us home to God.

CREATION
Human consciousness is an algorithm in God. God created everything in existence in six days. That
doesn't mean years of knowing took place it means when He knew His idea was finished we were
created. God is keeping measure of every atom for human consciousness to assign the atom's purpose
and the livingness of the particle.
Our ideas are enormously moving through other races quantumly within our light for matter to live
perfectly as in human photosynthesis. Conscious Energy is the fabric of our world. They give our
livingness in matter by giving us the light for human photosynthesis. Conscious Energy is the mass,
force, velocity, temperature, and levity in all matter. They are Heaven's level in our world.
When God created human consciousness and made matter He gave us the way to live for eternity.
Consciously evolving shaped the path of life. Human beings are living through different levels of
consciousness in matter moving out of one story to another for eternity. Matter is the gift God gave to
us. Without His light, we would have no way to touch our faces, see the earth, or carry the image of the
body.
Higher intelligence engulfs our consciousness. The idea of living as a human should be seen as
hundreds of trillions of subatomic particles squiggling around in other energy. We're an algorithm out
of God's energy and only know life because of blends of intelligence giving us eyes and ears to live
through.
Celestial Light is the movement of deeper echoes we cannot provide. It is the lifter of weight we need
for creating in matter. Celestial Light gives us the way to bring ideas into being. Science has never
known its truth because the heavyweights are lifted by Celestial Light. We bring things into being for
living through to something else. When we create what is silly or has no foundation we have to still
move through it. Science has to keep moving through every idea until it begins to awaken to life.
Without deeper inquisitions into who is thinking and where thought comes from we don't awaken. We
go along with soceity as reality until something like this happens and we begin learning more. Our
incessant thinking will keep us living in ego and satan if we don't teach our minds Love.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THINKING AND CONSCIOUSNESS
Thinking is the transitory level of the world and consciousness is eternal. Consciousness doesn't change
as thoughts do and is the deeper knowing of all. Thinking is temporal and feeds the story at matters
level. Thinking constantly changes and is subjugated with daydreams and fairytales. Thoughts emerge
out of consciousness. Consciousness is like the sun and thoughts are the rays glistening and moving
constantly. Consciousness gives the tone for thoughts to live out of. Thoughts are the storyteller.
Consciousness is Love and is the Soul's light. God is Love and so are we. We're just not at His level of
Love.
Our body is part of the costume that carries the story. Our ideas don't turn life until they have been lost
to the university of Heaven. If our pen is the only teacher we never learn the truth. Higher intelligence
is with us for letting our thoughts fade for Love. The teacher comes out of the surrendering of
everything we know to God. The empty bowl is wonder, music, and language of entities far beyond our

knowing. The world is hundreds of billions of years alive. It breathes with other races beyond what we
can fathom. The magnitude of everything we know as life today is nothing close to what is here. We
live through veils of illusion until we make it to God. Once we're living with God teaching about
Himself we know our truth.
We haven't begun realizing the door to enlightenment. Nor has humanity cherished the idea of living
for enlightenment. Gravity is a fleeting idea. Resonance is the world Atoms live with infinite
impressions with pulses out of languages deeper than quarks and outside of our dimension of light.
Atoms are in decimals in holographic light beyond everything our eyes swear they see. Knowing God
is hundreds of billions of years alive tells us the idea of the atom from our fifty years of age out of
human education is one good fairytale but never knows its name.
The light we know the universe from is out of lower mind that has never understood God's creation and
what reality is and isn't or how thinking is at cause and matter os the effect. Without understanding how
thought is shaping the story we have no way to know ground zero.
Quantum entanglement is knowing couches don't stick out of our ears with airplanes only landing in
our mind. It's the nonduality of atoms giving us our idea of matter. No one thought about the
Heisenberg experiment as silly because no one knew only our narrative was existing as life. Atom's
don't dance on their own. They only know our music for moving in. Nothing we're grasping as life is
deepening the magnitude of life because the ideas never touch out of darkness. Since science mustered
up the three-dimensional theory, our hypothesis have lived in darkness. Understanding consciousness,
reality, and what being alive is leads us to light.
People graduate college not knowing they have been given a perspective of society as reality without
understanding reality or consciousness. What is being called intelligence is asleep to life. It's lifting the
illusion and not opening ultimate reality. Human beings have no idea that only their level of
consciousness is the world or that only their narrative exists as life. We're literally having no way to
know the illusion we are walking through.
Throughout our journey, we encounter what we never imagined could live among us. Opening Heaven
on earth isn't for the faint of heart. It's the swell in the ocean that swallows our lives up. The world is
far beyond our idea of it. Nothing in life is as we think it. Nothing in life is final. Our knowing that
consciousness is all that is alive is the knowing of the eternal journey evolving for light. When God
gave humanity the way to know He existed it was for moving through His creation which was outside
of face value. Living with Him teaching about Himself was our only idea of Love.
Abraham, Moses, and John the Baptist all knew God outside of society's little person's ideas. They
lived in another reality with God far beyond anyone else. They knew Him through tests of faith and
learned of His truth by living outside of everything anyone else knew of God. Our relationship with
God won't be in agreement with anyone in religion until the light comes in. No one who hears God's
voice ever listens to another human being teach about God. Nothing religion can give makes it to God.
Our personal journey is the unraveling of one thought system to another. It's the awakening of our truth
in life.
Jesus profoundly taught us the temple was our light in God when He saw that Peter knew He was the
Messiah without it being of flesh and blood. That passage was God moving in Peter outside of
everything the world gives. Having this level within us can only live in Christ.
The covenant in God doesn't live from human titles or positions. It's Love with God teaching about
Himself. Until then we are the broken. Living perfectly in the mind of God but in our mind, we are in
ego, satan, and the little person. We want to surrender everything to Love and only Love.

No one with a religious role or title has any decree in God beyond anyone else. No one is special and
everyone is. Religion's hierarchy fell to the devil in the illusory of God. Living in God is a silent role
until He brings us into the world for teaching about Him. Everything we've tried to build for living
comfortably in our knowing and not knowing comes crashing down with God. He's not living for us to
stay in satan He's ripping us out of satan. We'll live through our fears, vulnerabilities, and hates quicker
than our likes, wants, and comfort zone.
Our journey is not in what we want it to be. It's outside of everything we ever wanted in life. It's the
rearranging of our ideas and thought system for light. God is taking the dark away and freeing our Soul
for Love. Everything we have made as our existence has been done so for the most peace, harmony,
and pleasure we can live. All of those choices made satan emperor. Anything beyond our walls
challenges us to Love. We've already made our boundaries, ideologies, and lifestyle as we want. We
don't live outside of ideas or comfort zones and we won't do what breaks us. We're doing the opposite.
We keep our ideas perfectly living in us as good, loving people even when we're not living it.
This branding of porcupines is nothing but ideas that refuse to challenge our deeper light in Christ. If
we honestly knew other intelligence was within us why would we choose fear? If we knew God existed
why would we ever walk into church and listen to a human talk about God when we could talk to Him
ourselves. We seem to be swimming in satan out of choice and have little gumption for knowing more
about who we are, what we are, and what life is.
Our idea of our own existence doesn't climb the walls we shape out of ignorance. Until human
education is learning about knowledge it won't give intelligence. Until science is knowing God it won't
know the universe. Religion won't make it to God because it's the devil's maiden for society as reality.
Our tearing away everything we have ever chosen as life for losing our lives to gain them in God is the
way. Only living through everything other than Love to Love makes Love.
We've been giving when it works for us and believe we're loving people because we only Love how we
want to. We're not grasping anything other than what we want to grasp. Life's light is outside of that.
That maze of thought that works for us is the devil's keeper making us believe we're happy and okay
while living in ego. The little person won't venture out of it. We're afraid to know our divinity. By the
time we're in our twenties we think we know life and who we are. It's a profound existence when by the
time we are in our twenties we have done nothing but live the illusion without knowing any truth of our
existence. Our knowledge of life is the storyteller's dream for what was conjured up. It's only there for
living through to higher light in God. With God, we know ultimate reality.
Fear of being ashamed, embarrassed, broken, or ignorant prevents people from living freely. They only
live in the idea of the keeper and not for light. We don't need to be so afraid of what is here. Our ideas
of self and others trap us. We don't realize there is only one of us here with God or that everything we
see is an echo out of our heart. Love is all that is real but our ideas keep us in satan, worry, jealousy,
judging others, condemnation, and resentment. We must forgive everything including God before we
move into light in God.
Forgiving isn't about what anyone has done to us or is doing. It's the purifying of our Soul to Love.
Making every idea we have Love and every idea Loving another is all we're asked to live. Love is the
answer to every problem in life. We are the miracle as Love.If we can open our hearts and know that
the universe is far beyond our idea of it we can live better. It's letting the world show us more than
we're ready for that begins to crack the shell we've made for light. No one is alone and everything is
kept in the diary of life. We're the light of Christ whether we know it or not. Nothing in this world is
anything but the journey to Love.
Let us always remember what Jesus did for knowing God. It was for knowing Love and for knowing
Truth. May we live for consciously evolving in God and never quit living for Him teaching about

Himself. Our light in God can only increase when we choose Him over everything in life. If we only
know society as reality we haven't begun the road to God. It's out of society as reality it begins. Let
Love Live.
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